**COUNT YOUR BOOTY**

Count the treasure and solve the Pirate Puzzle!

- **__ pearls__:**
- **__ gold bars__:**
- **__ gold lamp__:**
- **__ silver coins__:**
- **__ diamonds__:**
- **__ gold frames__:**
- **__ gold goblets__:**
- **__ ruby rings__:**
- **__ fancy keys__:**

**Use the code to find the Pirate Password!**

- __ __ __ __ __ __ __
- __ __ __ __ __ __ __
- __ __ __ __ __ __ __
- __ __ __ __ __ __ __
- __ __ __ __ __ __ __
KNO W YOUR BOO TY

Ruby Rings
Rubies are precious red gems. Pirates like to wear rings!

Crowns
Crowns are made of gold and have precious gems in them.

Fancy Keys
Pirates lock and open treasure chests with these!

Gold Goblets
Pirate captains like to drink wine from these golden cups!

Gold Bars
Gold is a precious metal and is very heavy!

Gold Frames
You can put expensive paintings in these!

Diamonds
Diamonds are the most expensive jewels in the world!

Pearls
You can string these together to make an expensive necklace!

Gold Lamps
Pirates burn oil in these lamps. The gold makes them worth a lot of money!

Silver Coins
Silver is another precious metal. Sometimes pirates call them ‘Pieces of Eight’.
Pirates keep their booty in treasure chests. Sometimes they bury them to keep them safe.

Draw a treasure chest.

They make treasure maps so they can find them again. ♦ marks the spot!

WORDS TO KNOW

- **RECIPE**
  - worth lots of money
- **CODE**
  - a secret way of writing
- **GOBLET**
  - a special kind of cup
- **GEM**
  - a polished stone worth a lot of money
- **EXPENSIVE**
  - costs a lot of money to buy
- **TREASURE CHEST**
  - a box to keep expensive things in